
Good Friday. 

Good Friday for us involves imagination and reality.  We are called to imagine 

ourselves as witnesses to the passion and death of Jesus and that can be a hard ask 

for some.  We are also called to not imagine ourselves but bring the real self.  That too 

is a hard ask for many. Such imagination and reality bringing our stories into the story 

of the passion and death of Christ is why such devotions as stations of the cross and 

the Good Friday liturgy are never exhausted and stale but confront us in the here and 

now.  There is judgement but always accompanied by empathy forgiveness and love. 

Last night I referenced the recent national census and the likely outcome of that being 

the ticking of the “no religion box” by the majority of our nation.  We explored a little the 

barrier to making that mark, prompted by a non-believer journalist who wanted to tick 

the box but couldn’t.  I raised the difference between religion and faith and I will not 
rehearse the experiences of my encounters again. However, we thought about how we 

are not called to slavishly follow rules of religion but rather express our faith in the 

living God who calls us to love as he has loved us in Christ. In seeking to follow 

Christ’s limited but eternal commands of love we are not called to tick a religious box 

rather we are called to follow a way of life that is based in such love.   

The problem is that the reality of the world and the world we imagine of Jesus’s time 
often doesn’t appear love filled and people including ourselves can sometimes seem 

less than lovely.  The question of suffering and sin in the world is probably the most 

often referenced barrier to faith let alone ticking the religious box.  The cry goes up: 

How can God let that happen?  

What we can’t say is that having faith will, like a vaccination, inoculate from such a 

reality.  We ourselves as faithful people do not get it right and we are very much part of 

that imperfect world.  Good Friday doesn’t give a simple answer and is not an escape 
from such a reality.  It takes us into the heart of the reality of human suffering and sin.  

However, God in Christ takes us into that reality without diluting or changing the simple 

mandate from last night – to love.  No sin, no suffering is good but this is Good Friday.  

God does not cause such suffering, belittle it from on high or want it for us.  It is Good 

Friday because his love is unbroken by it, it is good because he understands and feels 

it totally, it is good because such suffering and sin is not the final word because of what 

he has done in Christ.  

Such goodness only manifests itself if we allow ourselves to see reality as God in 

Jesus sees us.  To see ourselves without sin is deceit – to see ourselves are totally 

worthless or wretched is also deceit.  The first is redeemed by divine loving forgiveness 

the second by divine loving empathy – they may both lead to a restoration of God’s 

image.  That is his desire and that is the life work of Jesus. 



There are really three types of suffering. That for which we have no say control or 

responsibility – the bolt from the blue, the random event.  Then there is that suffering 

which arises from our own sin, misjudgement or error where but where the 

consequences seem out of all proportion to the original action or inaction. Then there is 

that suffering which flows directly and proportionately from what we have done or failed 

to do ourselves.  We can all reflect on personal and world sufferings from pandemics to 

family dispute to illustrate and reflect.  We can recall our lives and categorise it 

ourselves.  However, much of the first type is actually the result of another’s action or 
inaction. The obvious would be bystanders in war and victims of pollution, climate 

change, abuse or neglect.   

In essence Christ gazes at us as both victim and perpetrator of suffering in different 

measure at different times in our lives – but his love does not change.  We thought of 

our fickleness in contrast to Gods constancy on Palm Sunday.  And now we see such 

consistent love in word, in silence and action.  

Words of love and forgiveness for us when we cause suffering in the world to others 

and ourselves, silence like a lamb before slaughter to show divine empathy for all 

innocent victims of another’s sin, and action in the offering of his life for all.  

Good Friday is good if it prompts us to get real with ourselves, get real with our world 

and others.  To portray ourselves or others as wholly victims or wholly perpetrators of 

sin and suffering is to fail to see the complexity and truth of fallen humanity – Christ 

sees all.  By contrast we often prefer a binary view of the world and people which 

offers only false certainty and is borne of judgement without love.  In Him is no simple 

binary judgement but a constant offer of divine empathy and divine forgiveness.  Hope 

and love flow mingled down in the midst of darkest suffering.  Such faith is not marked 

by a tick in the box but marked by a cross – the cross of Christ we are called to both 

imagine and realise today.  


